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The bread is made from our own recipe and bakery!

Accept no SUBSTITUTESKY!!
2IIIJ Central SE Oust 1/2 bJock West of Yale)
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tii!J1i~1ER.~AN liBRARY

By DEBBIE LEVY
The Assoc;iated Students of New Mexico, a lobby
and student interest group composed of student body
presidents from various New Mexico colleges and
universities, is becoming more credible in the eyes of
administrators and legislators, ASUNM President
Mimi Swanson said Tuesday.
Swanson said as a result of ASNM's lobbying effOrt.\ concerning fee and tuition hikes &t the November
Board of Educational Finance meeting, t]]e stu>lent
populations are being taken more seriously than ever
before.
"We (the three recognized ASNM lobbyists at the
BEF meeting) introduced three tuition and fee hike
alternatives lo the BEF," Swanson said. "The first
rroposcd no increase; the second proposed that
students pay no more' than I 2.9 per cent of the total
educational cost; the t]]ird proposed a 3,6 per cent
tuition increase."
Swanson said the latter two proposals were seriO\Isly
considered by the board and about two hours were
devoted to discussing them. Both were defeated,
however,
"The 3.6 per cent tuition increase proposal lost by
one vote,' • Swanson said.
In presenting their proposals to the BEF, which will
also be presented to the State Legislative Finance
Committee at its Jan. 12-15 meeting's, the ASNM
lobbyists cited social and economic criteria for their
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47 Possesses
pro
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

alternatives.
They considered the question: Who pays more for
ed~1cation-residents or nonresidents? ASNM feels
that the stale owes residents the privilege of a cheaper
education than that offered to nonresidents, Swanwn
said. New Mexico universities have one of the lowc"t
nonrcsdient tuition rates in the southwest, except
Texas.
Swanson said ASNM also nolcd to the BEF that
universities should follow President Carter's inflation
guidcli nes.
"But the fcc i ncrcasc proposal docs not follow
them," she ~aid.
Another consideration, Swanson said, was that
studellls arc no longer the traditional stereotype. TI1e
average age is now 25; students are taxpayers o.; well a.1
consumers. If taxpayers bear the brunt of the ~0st of
higher education, students arc of that tax-raying
populace. And, Swanson said, many cannot afford it.
"Students have both educational and civilian
costs," she said. Many pay for their education plus
living expenses-rent, food and clot Iring.
"Even with one or two jobs and financial aid,
students have trouble with even the 12.9 per cent
portion of educational costs," Swanson said. She said
if that percentage were to be raised by the state,
students would have a more difficult time making ends
111 cet.
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12 Incline
13 Impart
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37 Turkish offi-
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40 Fled

Coni. soldier 41 Curler's cap
46- - camp
25 Flux
48 Delays
26 - Culp
51 Madrid mu·
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27 Dresser
52 Exist
28 - storm
53 Hebrew
29 Prf. of purprophet
chase
54 Dear: it.
31 Common
55 Death notice
sickness
57 Demons
32 Rail birds
58 Close
33 Nikola - :
59 Within:
AC deComb. form
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60 Walk
35 Dives!
63 Make lace
24 Fr. sculptor

For Skeen
the bell tolls
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More than three weeks after
the
general
election,
political literature is still
sticking around campus,

College conducts
special·projects
Thirty-nine special projects
supported by more than $4 million
in external funds are currently
being conducted by the UNM
College of Education, a UNM
official said.
Dr. Paul Resta, associate dean
for special projects, said activities
ranging from field-based teacher
education on Indian reservations to
technical assistance for Latin
American nations are among the 39
projects.
"An important mission of the
UNM College of Education is to
provide leadership in reacher
education at the state, regional and
national levels," Resta said. "The
success of the college in providing
that leadership can be seen in the
national
and
international
recognition of a number Of our
programs and faculty as well as the
ability of the college to secure
financial support for its activities."
The program with the largest
budget is a technical assistance
project witli Bolivia operated by
UNM's Latin American Programs
in Education. The rural education
reform project teceived $1,149,552
from the U.S. Agency for Jnter·
national Development and the
Bolivian education ministry.
A pilot project, the UNM-Bolivia
program involves teacher training
and curriculum reform among rural
school districts in the Latin
American n.ation. Six UNM
specialists arc aiding Bolivian
specialists ill conducting the
program.
Eight fleld•based teacher training
projects in
the elementary
education department have received
$686,000 from federal and tribal
sour·ces to conduct on-site instruction at pueblos and reservation
sites throughout New Mexico and
in Arizona.

The
field-based
programs
received an Outstanding Program
Award
for
the
American
Association of Colleges of Teacher
Education.
(coni.· on pafte6]

Official gets grant
A i;;·<M official has been·
awarded a Fulbright-Hays grant to
attend a program on foreign
student exchange in Germany.

cultuwl and :polilieal issues invoJeu
in current and future development
of student exchange programs
between Germany and the U.S.

Dr. Gerald Slavin, director of the
UNM international programs
office, is one of 15 American
educators selected for the special
program which will be held Jan. 15
to Feb. 10 in three German cities.

"The program will include an
orientation week in Bonn for
discussions with federal education
officials," he said, "followed by
visits to Hamburg and Munich to
confer with colleagues in institutions of big her education.''

He sa1d tbe purpose of the
program is to discuss educational,

Slavin has been UNM's Fulbright

Valdes recounts visit
By S. MONTOYA
Cuban dictator Fidel Castro, on
Sept. 6, 1978, invited Cuban exiles
to participate in a "dialogue" with
his government regarding the
release of political prisoners,
reunification of separated Cuban
families and the restablishment of
normalized travel restrictions
governing entry to and from Cuba.
Of the 100 invitations accorded
Cuban exiles now residing in the
U.S., a "heterogenous'' delegation
of 75 participated in the discussion,
held in Havana on Nov. 21 arid22.
Among the delegation, I I out of
the 38 invited Ameritan University
professors were able to attend and
voice
their
opinions
as
"representatives of the exiled
community,''
An irnpressive array of influential Cuban exiles in attendance
at the conference includeU: Juan
Manuel Rodriquez, a minority
affairs advisor to President Carter;
Bernardo Behes, president of
Cuba's largest bank .prior to the
1959 revolution and now chairman
of the state democratic party in
Florida; Archbishop of the diocese
of Miami and various others too
numerous to mention,
UNM assistant professor of
sociology, Nelson Valdes, is one
member of the delegation who took
an active part in presenting the
exiles' proposals to the Cuban
government.

CHJlDINiC:KPHOTO

Nelso/1 Valdes is one member of the delegation who took
an active part in presenting the exiles' proposals to the
Cuban government.

...

advisor to students and faculty
since 1965. He is also a mcmcber of
the Fulbright program's national
board.

Program
to help

cadets
By LINDA GLEASON
Between their junior and senior
years in college, Air Force ROTC
cadets can apply for admission to
the Advanced Training Program.
If selected for the Advanced
Training Program, the cadet is sent
to an Air Force base for two weeks.
"It is set up to help senior cadets
make job selections," said UNM
senior AFROTC cadet Susan
Rathgeber, who was selilto George
Air Base in southern California last
May.
"In their senior year of school,"
said Rathgeber, "cadets are asked
to fill out a 'dream sheet' - their
choice of three occupations and
three bases that they would like to
be assigned to after graduation.
The 'dream sheets' are sent to Air
Force Headquarters at Randolph
Air Force Base in San Antonio,
Texas, where assignments are made
with consideration of tbe cadet's
preferences."
"The . Advanced
Training
Program helps you know what you
are getting into," said Rathgeber,
Junior cadets apply for the
program
to
the
AFROTC
Headquarters at MaxwelJ Air Force
Base in Alabama.
"Selection for the program is
competitively
based,"
said
Rathgeber, "cadets are chosen for
their grades and their participation
in ROTC."
Cadets are sent to the nearest
base Of their preference.
''I stayed at the Bachelor Officer
Q11arters at George,'' said
Rathgeber.
{cont. on
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Barryrs Electronic
Repair
505 San Pedro SE 265-0335
FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S
with valid UNM ID
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Financial aid
funds studied

Deaths shock city

CO~TAC'r LEN.';·SI'ECIAL
'10 All~rgun ll:it'3"' . .
Call fur IA>w l'ri«•s un liard.

SAN FRANCISCO (UP!) - Colleagues of a city
legislator called an "all-American supervisor" said
today a belief that he had been double-crossed led him
~tllegedly to shoot and kill Maym· George Moscone and
Sup~rvisor Harvey Milk.
· Mo1conc, 49, and Milk, 48, were shot to death
Monday at San Franchco City Hall.
Dan White, 32, until early this month a member of
the Board of Supervbors, .surrendered to authorities at
a nearby police station half a hour later. He was
booked on two counts of murder. Arraignment was
not immediately s.chcduled pending the filing of
formal charges by the district attornev's office.

The City of San Francisco was in a state of shocked
mourning for the two victims, shot to death just nine
day; after a bpy area congressman, Rep. Leo Ryan,
was fatally ;hot in Guyana.
Flags l'lew at half-staff and several memori&l services were planned. The bodies of Moscone and Milk
were to lie in \tate in the city hl!II rotunda Wednesday
morning.
Supervisor Lee Dolson, who visited White in jail,
said he found him crying in his cell, which was
separated from other prisoners for security reasons.
He characterized White as "just a normal, devoted
young father" who was "a casualty of pressure."

By I'ENELOI'E WRONSKI
UNM financial aid counselors are attending the southwest regional
conference at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock on December 1
1978. They will be making revisions affecting the f~nding of federal
education assistance programs.
UNM's acting director of student financial aid John Whiteside assistant
director Virginia Edgar, assistant director Nancy Erickson anct assistant
director Dorothy Chartier are attending the annual southwest regional
conference.
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants, National Direct Student
Loans, and College Work Study are the programs involved at this conference.
The revisions are being made to correct previous inequities in
distributing funds among institutions of higher education. Also to require
th.at ~he institutions. ver~fy any eslimated family income data on apphcatlons for financial md submitted before January I for an academic
year beginning after that date.
As a result of these changes the form used for applying for Federal funds
will be simplified and regional review panels will be eliminated. The fm1ds
will be distributed among the institutions by formula, rather than according to the panels recommendations.
The Commissioner's "discretionary" ten per cent of each appropriation
will also be distributed among States by formula. Federal funds will not be
given to any student based on unverified income data submitted before
January I. Verification will be optional on forms submitted after January

World Ne·ws

Christmas Cards: Traditionai•Advent Calendars
Etchings Personalized Service

Mourners defy law

Violence erupts in Iran

Send that
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TEHRAN, Iran, (UPI)-Troops
fired on several hundred mourners
marching in the funeral procession
of a religious leader Tuesday in
defiance of a martial law ban on
public demonstrations.
The violence erupted in lhe
southern quarter of Tehran when
mourners carrying the coffin of
Gharavi Kashani, a local religious
leader who died Monday of nalural
causes, refused to obey orders to
disperse, witnesses said.

Begin to return with
new Sadat proposals

Southwest Bilingual
(Native American)
Education Resource
Center at UNM has
POSITIONS OPEN:
-· Associate Dircc10r
-Instructional-Media Specialists
-Teacher-Parent Trainer at UNM
-Teacher-Parent Trainer at Window Hock, Az
-Office Manager
-Three Sccrcll\tics

MUST FILL IMMEDIATELY
Contacl Dr. Teresa Salazar, Director
SWBETRC. COE, UNM
Albq. NM 87131
Pl1. 277-3551
UNM is a E.E.O.-A.A.

UPI-Egypts's prime mini~ter is
returning lo Washington Wednesday with new proposals from
President Anwar Sadat to break the
deadlock in peace talks with Israel,
Egyptian officials said Tuc1day.
In Jcru;alem, hracli go\crnmcnt
source> charged that Egypt had
violated "the spirit of the Camp
David Accords" by supporting a
U.N. resolution for an arms embargo againsl Israel. They warned
that Egypt should not take Israel's
acccplancc of a peace lrcaty for
granted.
Sadai, for his part, appeared to
be doing just that Tuesday by
issuing a decree dividing the Israelioccupied Sinui desert into two
administrative zones to be run by
two generals.

Sadat appointed Maj. Gen.
Mohammed Hussein Shawkat as
governor of Northern Sinai and
Maj. Gen. Farid Ezzat Wahba as
governor of Southern Sinai. But
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The troops opened fire, scattering the crowd. Casualties were
not immediately known.
The incident underscored the
military government's growing
difficulty in controlling religious
groups taking part in demonstrations that usually end up as
protests against the shah.
Despite the ban on public
demonstrations, Tehran's clergy
had called on "believers and in
particular clergymen" to join

...,~ - ' :--'''I···'
'~ ~-:':·c;zll!"'r'~/'(r":"'

Tuesday's burial procession.
It came only four days before the
scheduled start of religious selfflagellation rites-also banned by
the military on grounds that
"terrorisits and trouble-makers"
could turn them into anti-shah
political demonstrations .
In other developments, Tehran's
public prosecutor began an investigation Tuesday into allegations
that 144 members of Iran's rich
elite, including relatives of the
shah, had secretly transferred $2.4
billion into foreign bank accounts.
The investigation was launched
after striking central bank workers
released a list naming 144 persons
who the workers charged were
diverting a fifth of Iran's oil wealth
inlo bank accounts in the United
States, France and Israel.

they will have nothing to govern
unless a peace treaty is signed and
Israel begins to withdraw from the
Sinai under a three-year limctablc.
Egyptian sources said Prime ,
Minister
l'vlustafa
Khalil'~
departure for Washingl<>n Wednesday was pari of a new
diplomatic campaign by Sadat to
win influcnlial support for the
Egyptian position in the deadlocked
WASH INC1TON
talks.
(UPI)-Allorncy General Griffin
Khalil will deliver a personal Bell proposed Tuesday l.o lei
lcuer from Sadat to President another 22,000 I ndochincsc, as well
Carter on hi day before taking off
as 3,500 Cuban political prisoners,
on a diplomatic swing to Britain,
take asylum in the United States.
France, West Germany, Austria,
Bell, 1ayi11g the number of ''boa!
Romania and Yugoslavia.
people'' fleeing Vietnam has
The officials said the diplomatic
reached crisis proportions, told
offensive has I\\O aims-to get a
leader& of the House Judiciary
reluctant Israel to re-open the peace
Committee he proposed to grant
talks and to win support from
addilional immigration paroles to
Egypt's demand that a timetable
the Indochinese under the quota
for Palestinian autonomy somehow
ending
next April 30.
be linked to an Egyptian-Israeli
He
also
;aid the United States
peace treaty.
will
give first priority for imIsrael has refused to link the two
and is insisting that Egypt must migration to as 111any as 3,500
either accept or reject the proposed prisoners ;till jailed in Cuba, and
peace lrcaty negoliated in hopes to proccs; them at a rate of
400 a month.
Washington without further talks.
F.idel Castro announced last week
Egyptian officials said one of the
he would release the prisoners if the
proposals in Sadat's let.tcr to Carter
is an offer to accept an American United States would accept them in
compromise on the Palestinian addition to I ,000 pasl and present
question as "a basis for prisoners earlier pernlittcd to
negotiations" in new talks with emigrate to the Uniled States.
Bell said in processing of the first
Israel.
220
cubans under the program, the
The compromise calls for
depanment
has beeh ''very
PaleHinian autonomy in the West
disappointed"
to
find most of them
Bank and the Gaza Strip to be
had
been
released
from jail.
already
iinplcmentcd within 12 months
He
said
those
still
jailed
"arc the
instead of the nine proposed by
human
rights
arc
pocple
whose
Egypt.
being violated" and who will be
givc11 first attention.
lrt announcing plans to nearly
double the current Indochinese
Neu· .'11 exico
C]tlota or 25,000, Bell said the
DAILY LOBO
administralion now projects that by
Vol. 83
No. 71
next May I, there will be 1I 9,255
331·10I
Vietnamese refugees "requiring
'i'lu• ~\'{'It ,\ft•.l{(r) f)(IJ/y f_,ofm i~ IJU];]{siJCd
resclllemertt."
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He said the outflow from
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Vietnam
"has created crisis cirl'uhlltutlon .. of Jht• Uuilu~ily of N(•W ~vk•~iC'tJ,
cumstances
itt Southeast Asia."
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By TOMAS SOTO
It's a classic example of survival: a sinking ship, three people left, and
the only life-saving vessel on the ship will hold only one person. Who gets
it?
Let's add some details. The three presons are humanitarians, highlyrespected and nalionally-recognized authorities in their fields (university
professors), all on a missiDnto a newiy-discovered, yet uncivilized island.
Being humanitiarians and civilized, they will not physically fight for the
right to get the rafl. Instead, having decided there is ample time before the
ship sinks, I hey decide to debate who should survive for the betterment of
the island and for the sake of humanity.
And there you have it, the UNM Residence Hall's Raft Debate.
Thursday night, at 7:30 , at lhc Cellar in Hokona Hall, three university
professors are scheduled lo debate why !heir discipline should survive over
others.
However, the professors will not only be debating against'each ather,
bul also against a devil's advocate. The advocate will argue that no one
should be saved.
The participants arc: Dr. William Roberts, history professor, defending
humanities; Dr. Frances Harnick, psychology professor, defending social
sciences: Dr. Edward Red, engineering professor, defending physical
sciences; and Dr. Fred Schueler, philosophy professor, as the devil's
advocate. The debate moderator will be Associate Provost Joel Jones.
And who will determine who gets the raft? The audience will be asked to
vote for each of the disciples and the dcvil's advocate by applauding at the
end of the debate. The moderator will be the judge of the ovations and

Residence ha.ll students arc
reminded to complete and submit
their residence hall room and board
renewal materials by 4 p.m. next
Tuesday to Housing Reservations.

Cm·\ Optical Co.

The UNM Mountain Club will
hold its last meeting for the
semester today at 7:30 in Ortega
335. A guest speaker will talk on
edible plants in New Mexico.
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The New Mexico Wheclm~n are
scheduling bicycle rides every
Sunday morning at 10 ;t.m. until
Feb. 28, 1979.

The Fucully Club will hold its
annual meeting on next Tuesday at
4:30p.m. in the kiva.
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Amnesty International will have
a meeling tonight at 7 at 315
Princeton NE.

'Free Goffee
5:00 PM Til Closinq
No\'. 27 tluu Finals
Open 7 days a week

211ll Central SE
(Just 1/2 block
West of Yale)
8112-95H7

l'oels, writers, aficilmades of
oral prose and poetry: Come to the
open reading, Honors Center
Lounge,. tonight at 7;30 p.m. and
read your stuff. Sponsored by the ~)lllllliill6li:Jill6J:a~MM~~:s::s:!i~~l::SiU•slMJ:aM~~lt:lit(
UNM Creative Writing Depart- R
Y{
ment.
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Blue Key members meet
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m., Journalism
reading room.
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Christianity: A Unified Life l!!
Style, Inner-varsity Christian f.C
Fellowship, 7:30 p.m. tomorrow at
International Center.
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The UNM Residence Hall Raft !L'
Debate will be tomorrow night at f.(
7:30 in the Cellar, at Hokona Hall.
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Thursday, November 30. 1978 --Starting at 6:30PM
Preview

from

5 PM

until

sale

lime

IOO'S OF PIECES Of' OAK, PINE & WALNUT FURNITURE oi STORE FIXTURES •
ARCHITECTURAl ITEMS, ADVERTISING & HOLIDAY GIFT IDEAS
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seleetion of fine Christmas Cards I

lA
i Traditional and Southwest designsl

®
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

1 Greetings in English and Spanish ~

The Santa Fe Room in the La Fonda Hotel on the Plaza

Sunday, December 3, 1978 -- Starting at 1:00 PM
Preview from 11 AM until sale time
tOO'S Of' PIECES Of' OAK, PINE & WALNUT FURNITURE • ESTATE ITEMS •
FINE GLASSWARE •LOTS OF CHRISTMAS GIVEABLES

Oid Business .
1000 Gabaidon Road NW
Albuquerque Ne'" M'Pl<iw 87104

~

I

4 H Club Building 1500 Menaul NW

1\,-T,ff ·'"' j(,,,lllhuc

<'i!izcus Againsl Nuclear Threat.>
will spon:-,or an llanti-n\tclear
blast" next Saturday nl the UNM
Sub Ballroom.

w

E' l'gl ao.;~t'" or ( :ont <I(' t I .t•no.;t'.,.
·Fa:-.t St.•n i('{·. Vualih and
St, kat Ht•a..,onahlt:Cmt

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

I .t·n~·"

The Cr:1fts Shop presents ih
Annual Christmas Cral'ts Fair Dec.
7 ;md 8. Times arc Thursday rrom
10 to Hand hidny 10 to 6.

tho

The National Chicano Health
Organization, combined with the
minority biomedical sciences advancement program invite all
members and other interested
students to a Christmas party on
Saturday, December 16 at 7 p.m. at
I he Chicano Studies Center.

ANTIQUE AUCTIONS

Case\ Optical Co.

to

d<tr o( lf111 muttting
bur NO GUA(tANrEE OF PUBLICA TJON IS MADE. Thu
Bditor:;, :>llggesr th<llt groups wishing to publicln JmprJ(t<mt
Bvtmts purchasB Hpproprktte atJvortismg ra guarl!ntfl«
pub(it:ation

--~-~U&aaii.I~~Gg',

<:all for l,.o'\\ PnN:"\onllard.

1,).,,,

or _spuciRI mmJt}ngs

publish notir;:tJs- thfl r/lly bolore und tht1

BANK CARDS ACCEPTED

~·mi~Soft

t:wenrs

r(]t'~ft....-;!.'Oer-a

CO;\TACT LE"'S SPECIAl.
'10 Allergai1 Kit '3'"
Soft or

ol

f!towsroom, Room 138,/tffltrrUJ Hall, The L()bp will art11mpr

Disciples to defend
disciplines at debate
!
\

NSSHA will be sponsoring a
benefit bake sale all day this Friday
in the lobby of I he SUB.

charteruf! fitf}llfli.tation or r..ampw; Qtol111 m1.1y suhmir till·

nouncflmtmt:;

The proposed amendments regarding the dislribution of campus based
student aid funds are based on recommendations made to 1he Commissioner by a panel of student financial aid experts and on public comment received on those recommendations.
Raymond Poole counseler for the Student Financial Aid and Career
Services. at UNM said, "They hope it will be easier for students to get
financial aid.''
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Registered nurses who waul to
earn u ba<:\:alaureutedegree without
leaving New Mexico will be able to
gel more information on three
possible pmgrams dqring a meeting
next Wcdncsd11y, at UNM C't>llege
of Nttrsing.
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CALENDARS

Sierra Chib, Imported Art and
~ Chlldrens gift books and eandles
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UNM BOOKSTORE I
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AI-Am Cop~ Center

AT

~. ~-~.--..:-.»t-:~:::~~1:'-.~

"" .

Blow YouR CoveR ..V

._;;;

WE CAN COPY YOUR

Editorial

IT ON 2

DOCUMENT, PUT

SIDES, AND COLLATE IT.

WE CAN ALSO BIND
YOUR
DOCU®
__....,
MENT. WE H~ GBC OMS \,
. AND
VELOBINI:f \
'TYPE BINDI \.,..--NGS.
c_

Effective lobbying
T tlH

•,ttldf!IJt(>

of Nnw

Mf~x1co

uruvnrsitw~

THE COVER5yCAN BE OF PAPER,
PVC PLASTIC, VINYL, AND HARDBACK

now have a lobby

rJrl.}d/11/iJtliHl tlldll~, ij{,COITlp]!}..hJnq S0f110(hill~].

BOOK BIND~NG. SO IF YOU NEED SOME-

Ill" 1\•;•,ocliJtwl Stu<l<mts of Nnw M<txir:o, a c;ooperatinq group of
•.twlr!nl body pn!~ldonh from two i..md four yunr institutions, has taken
!Ill! uHiifliiVn to WS1!ard1 topics unpor1ilnt to studnnts throuuhout the
'·,tiltP and prtHHHlt thtm f1ndinns tn tho~e offiLials who make tho

THING BOUND, BRING IT
AND"

dt!CI~,I(JrlS

ilffm;tJnq IJS aiJ.
f ariH•r thlh month. thwe Nnw MnxiGo student body pres1donts in·
ci1Hllll~J lJNM's, wont bnf<ml the Board of Educational Finance to
JHf!!i(!fJt altmnHtlvn proposills to those approved by the UNM Board of
Ho!)nnts r;onr:<JrninfJ tho seven per cent tuition hike and the $12.50 fee
l11kfl. ASNM cnnw up with thmo alternate proposals: To have no incroa~o <Jt nil; to lwvo students pay for no more than 12.9 per cent of the
total f!r!ucntiorwl r.ost; or to have a 3.6 per cent tuition increase.
for tho first timo in a lmr~J time, mnybe forthe firsttime ever, the BEF
was forced to take the students seriously. The ASNM lobbyists had
dorJP. their l1omework and bad supplied statistics, facts, rational
alternatives ancJ suggestions. The board was so intrigued by the lobby
effort, in fact, that it spent about two hours discussion on two of the
three alternatives presented. Although both proposals made by ASNM
wnm defeated by the BEF, ASNM had made an impression-a good
one.
Student lobby committees and groups have not been too effective
lately. Organizational problems seem to be prevalent, as is the fact that
students don't have or take the time to be thorough enough in their
rcsearcl1 to be effective lobbyists. They develop large egos and enter a
lobbying situation with an I'm a cool-lobbyist attitude. They often tend
to base their arguments on emotion ancl abstract rhetoric rather than
concrete evidence.
ASNM appears to be different; it is a strong, cooperative, supportive
gorup of dedicated student spokespersons who can compete among
themselves but can also unite to further a common cause. That kind of
lobbying is the only kind that will work.

Carter carries ball
According to the tales of a UNM sociology professor, Cuban dictator
Fidel Castro seems to be loosening up.
In an exclusive interview with the LOBO Tuesday, Professor Nelson
Valdes told of his part in the negotiations with Castro last week concerning the release of political prisoners in Cuba.
Valdes said Cuban officials listened to the proposals presented by an
array of influential Cuban exiles and "took notes in a very sincere and
friendly manner."
After two days of discussion, Castro handed down his decision: The
dictator said he would be willing to release 3,000 of the 3,238 political
prisoners who had co111mitted crimes against the security of Cuba,
Valdes said. The prisoners are to be released on a monthly basis,
depending upon the crime which they allegedly committee, the length
of time they have been in prison, their attitude toward rehabilitation and
their age and health.
Valdes said the Cuban government wants to release the prisoners as
soon as possible but the release must depend upon how fast the United
Staes is willing to accept the prisoners.
Valdes said, "The problem with this is that the Carter administration
feels this matter should be dealt with through normal channels in the
immigration department. If proper procedure is followed, people
wishing to leave Cuba will never get out."
Are we supposed to completely disregard Castro's former policies
concerning dissidents and political prisoners and place all the blame on
the Carter adl11inistration, especially in view of Carter's vocal stand on
human rights?
That's a hard pill to swallow; it Fidel Castro can make the decision to
release 3,000 political prisoners, surely President Carter can arrange for
those prison'ers who want to come to the United States to do so Wihout
too 111any obstacles.

LOBO editOrial ataffl

Eciitor-inochiaf: Debbla Levy
M1111agln9 editor: Colleen CUrrari
News edlti:Ji': Dor'IS ManlneZ
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Letters

·~-·

Precious
commodity·

Scrutinize goals
Editor:
This letter is in regard to the proposed raise in the student fees for the
1979-1980 school year, by $12.50. I am in full agreement with the actions being taken by ASUNM in opposing this increase.
UNM President William E. Davis, said the fee increase is needed to
keep up With inflation caused by cost increases in the student services,
and to offset funds lost due to a 3.4 per cent decline in the number of
students enrolled at UN M from last year.
I agree that inflation is a problem, and the non-traditional students
are well aware of this, as they have households to maintain as well as
trying to improve themselves by furthering their education. If the fees
and tuition keep going up, they will have to make a choice between
continuing their education and going deeper into debt, or withdrawing
from UN M and joining the working fOrce in order to maintain their
household.
Raising the student fees will not stop the decrease in enrollment or
cure the retention problem UN M has, but the opposite will continue.
The non-traditional student will become harder pressed and will be
more apt to have second thoughts on attending UNM. The grant
programs have not kept up With inflatiofl, which makes further hardships for students.
There are four steps to economic goals, and I do not believe these are
being looked at. The four steps are:
1) Identify 'objectives and range' them in order of priority.
2) Identify alternative courses of action.
3)ldentify the consequences of the actions.
4) Select the alternative which is more favorable to the objective.
The sports programs, including the marching band, should support
themselves. lntramurals could charge spectators and participants a
minimal fee if needed. The money should stay in the programs instead
of being given to fund drives such as the United Fund, as the football
program is doing. I realize this is peanuts compared to the anticipated
loss of iflcome, but it ls a start.
There are other areas that should be looked into as the enrollment
continues to decline. With fewer students, services are also reduced,
and the number of personnel needed should also be reduced. This also
pertains to ins,tructors and administrative personnel. Some of the
overheads have to be cut.
Another item to have increased this year is the parking fee. What are
the parking fees used for? Some 'J' parking areas are not paved and
when it rains, one has to walk through the mud. On the other hand,
some· of the free parking lots are being paved. U NM pays the meter
111aids for controlling the parking lots but does not get even a fraction of
the fines imposed on parking violators. This is another area that should
be looked into.
Melvin L. Bork, coordinator
Returning Students Association

Robert M. Weaver
Dean, Admissions and Records

TAT ION

The Funk_y Disco Sounds of

This UNM student found a comfortable place to take a nap
yesterday near Zimmerman Library. With finals coming up,
sleep may become a precious commodity to some.

SUN TOUCH
Formall_y Jasmine
Both Fri. & Sat. Dec. 1-2
On
F rida_y, DEC. 1st

By PETER MAO RID
"Last year," Archuleta said, "Archuleta said, "is an excellent way
More than 100 New Mexico Head "we handled half of the state's for UNM and the Continuing
Start program teachers and Head Start program teachers and Education
and
Elementary
teacher's aids are participating in a teacher aids and New Mexico Education program to meet the
three-day seminar sponsored by the Highlands handled the other half."
needs of our people."
UNM Continuing Education
Archuleta
said,
"We're
On Saturday, December 2,
Program which ends today.
responsible for 115 trainees in the Clurrnan will hold an informal
Nathaniel Archuleta, director of state which covers almost every seminar on "The Cr.itic and
the
Child
Development community. These trainees come to Theater, Today." The seminar will
Associate/Head
Start
Sup- UNM twice a year for three days be held in Rodey Theater from 10
plemental Trainiitg program said, for intensive training.
.
a.m. umil noon. The seminar is free
''This seminar is designed lO
''Then," Archuleta added, and open to the public.
upgrade the quality of care and "three of our people go out to work
Clurman is currently professor of
educational experience in the Head
whh the
in
Start program."
communities."
York City.
Head Start is pre-school training
Some of the men and women
youngsters between the ages of attending the seminar, Archuleta
three and five.
said, have been Head Start teachers
Archuleta said UNM has had the for as long as 10 to 12 years. He
Head Start program for eight years said they still have to go through
but his is the first time UNM has this training ro show their c0111sporfsored the program on .the state- petency as teachers.
wide level.
"This
training seminar,"

A
Fashion Show will be presented
By

FACES QF FASHIQI!o..l
1-.,
Latest Styles of Attire
On
Saturda_y Dec. 2nd
The
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by Garry Trudeau
YOU?- WHO

CARES ABOUT
YOU?
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N ew Jn t ema ti"onal Verston.
"A modern English translation so elegantly stated,
so faithfully accurate, that it ushers in a new era of
Scriptural clarity for Christians around the world."

Now Available at

Christie hired

<

Policy f1!isinformation

On the issue of the controversial holiday decision, I think much has
been said against what is being planned for this year and little if
anything presented about the problems created by closing a major
university for a significant period of time in a city ol400,000 people.
Service to students and the public should be our pre-eminent concern.

SUBWAY

POLING PHOTO

Teachers attend seminar

,,·_·_·- . !.

Editor:
In your story of Nov. 22 you were misinformed or misinterpreted
information given you about the University's Christl11as-New Year's
holiday policy. The academic Calendar Committee has absolutely
nothing to do with the decision on reverting to the holiday work
schedule of three years ago. The holiday decision Was made by the
President's Advisory Council with advisement from the Personnel
Office. The Academic Calendar Commiitee has sufficient problems at
just trying to arrive at a reasonable academic calandar for the University
without having the holiday question referred to its authority as well.

.

15% OFF

any Edition (This coupon worth up to $7.19)
No Limit- A great Christmas gift idea

A former' chairman of the Nuclear Physicians and the Society
department of radiology a! the of Chairmen of Academic
rAilili1
University of Iowa Hospitals and Radiology Departments.
~CHRISTIAN
Clinics has recently joined the
Christie is the author of several
faculty at the UNM School of articles concerning radiology in~nt.er
Medicine.
eluding "Information Limitations
.,..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,ISOiJWYOMING BlYO. N.E .
Dr. James H. Christie, former of Radioisotope Scanning."
resident of Iowa City, received his p~~~~~~~~~~~~~:,
medical degree from Western
Reserve University School of
Medicine in Cleveland in 1945. He
completed his radiology internship
training at Cleveland City Hospital I - - - - - - - ·___
___
in 1946. Between 1948 and 1949 he
was an assistant resident at
Cleveland City Hospital and he
completed his radiology residency
training at University Hospital also
in Cleveland in 1953.
Before joining the UNM School
8:30
of . Medicine faculty this fall,
Christie was a professor of
radiology and the head of the
department of radiology at the
University of Iowa Hospitals and
Clinics. He is a member of the
American College of Radiology,
the Society of Nuclear Medicirte, 1--...:...------~---~~-~-~--~~-----~--~-~----~------.:::::;;t=~===--~-.L--J
the Radiological, Society of North ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~oa~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t
America, the American College of

i!iiuing mora
Q!h,ristian
§uppiM

KINGS WAY

SUPPLY

RIVER PRODUCTIONS

presents

rw··

o·

'ONE&- ONTvs•
....,_,~._.-

~~--±---~~~~----------~±-------1

TOM

AND

KIVA AUDITORIUM ·

fRIDAY
DECEMBERS

CONVENTION CENTER

pm

ALBUQUERQUE

Join the

PEA'CE CORPS

277-5907

Tickets (Reser\led Sealing)
$7.50 advance
$6.50 day of show

In Albuquerque,. available at
·all Ticketinaster Outlets,

1

both General Stores, Sears (In
CorOnadO Center)t

lafayelle Radio lh the
Fair Plaza and Sierra Vista Mall,
SUB Box Olllce, Popejoy Hall
Box Ollice

In Santa Fe at
Candyman and Moon Molintaln

Sound
In
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Lichtenstein's circus
at UNM mall Friday
II', JidHcnstein\ version or the
Jlarnum and Bailey Brothers

,ariety the Royal Lichtenstein
quar tcr· Ring Sidewalk Circus-and
tt will be at UNM this l'riday.
I he Student A~tivitie; Center i'
,pon;oring the l!ppcarnncc ol' the
ttoupc, which boast\ unicyclists,
ltglitropc walkers, hoop jugglers
and the world's fiN fire-eating
duel.
I he troupe'; format h rapitlpuccd L'ircm and Vaudeville en·

tertainmcnt and has been described
Utah State University
newspaper as "an explosion of
energy and pinas1." The hour-long
show h styled after the fashion of
19th centruy talking downs, magic
and slapstkk.
The program includes two
narrated mime fables: Freddi£•, the
by the

World',\ Mo.w Unusual Fri.1bee and
The Miser's Grea/e.\1 Treasure.
The Lichtenstein circus \\ill
perform on the central mall,

PachamamJ

113Romuo N.W. Old. Town

II'C,Ither pcrmitling; if the weather
b not conducive to circus frivolity,
the festivities will be moved inside
to the ballroom,

Cadets

•••

{..;nnl. from pag~: l)

The Air Force p;~id salary, room
and travel expenses, >he said.
An officer on base is assigned to
be 1he cadet's host-to show him
around and help him schedule his
activities.
"The cad~t takes the initiative to
say what he wants to do," said
Rathgeber. "I want to go into the
Intelligence field so I was given
.security clearance to observe
operations of the secret police on
base.
Rathgeber is majoring in political
science and minoring in French.
"Both fields lend themselves to
special investigations and intelligence. I would like to oe sent to
the Defense Language Institute in
Monterey, California," said
Rathgeber. "This is where people
are trained to specialize in reading,
hearing or speaking a foreign
language.
"My experience at George
reinforced my feelings about going
into intelligence. It's given me some
idea of what to expect when 1
graduate as a commissioned officer," said Rathgeber. "I encourage all juniors in AFROTC to
try to go if they can."

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

:• Good news about
:• auto insurance for
: college students.

:•
:•
:

1

1

We'd like to insure your car.
Why? Because we specialize in
providing auto insurance for young
drivers.
Who are we? Criterion
Insurance Company is a dependable,
financially strong company offering
important benefits like: convenient
payment plans, country-wide claim
service, driver training discounts
and a wide choice of coverages to
protect you and your car.
Like to know more? Call or
visit us today for a free, personal

I
•

I
I
1
I
I
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•
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Valdes

(cont. r,omp•ge I)
In this LOBO exclusive, Valde~ wishing to leave Cuba will never get
recounts the conference and the out," said Valdes.
Concerning the reunification of
positions maintained by all the
Cuban families, Castro stated he
parties involved.
Meeting for ten consecutive would be willing to allow those
h()urs on Nov. 21," We presented citizens presently residing in Cuba
our views while the Cuban officials to leave, in order to unite their
families, said Valdes.
listened and took notes in a very
Thus
Castro
presented
sincere and friendly manner," said
guidelines,
defining
membership
of
Valdes.
Proposals varied from total the family as ''husband and wife,
amnesty and the release of all children under 16.and adults related
political prisoners to the release of by blood, not able to support
themselves," he continued.
all female political prisoners and
While restrictions to Cuba will
the allowance of military service
age persons to leave the country, he ease, allowing individual and group
visits, those exiles traveling to Cuba
continued.
will
be required lo slay in a hotel
"Moreover, we were allowed to
rather
than with relatives, pointed
visit Cuban prisons and delegations
out
Valdes.
of prisoners were· allowed to adFurthermore, for those Cubans
dress the conference."
On the second day, a con- who wish lo travel abroad, expenses
tinuation of the discussions lasted will have to be paid by an .interested
for about six hours and 9 p.m. that party outside the country, he
evening Castro replied to our continued,
Although the government failed
demands, when he met with us for
about three and a half hours and to estimate at the conference how
stated his government's position, many people the new policies would
effect, Valdes says a "conservative
said Valdes.
Of the 3238 political prisoners guess" would be in the neigh'who committed crimes against the borhood of 80,000 people.
As a means of ensuring that all
security of the state since 1959,"
prhoners
arc released, -Valdes
Castro said he would be willing to
requests
that
anyone knowing of a
release on a monthly basis 3,000 of
in a Cuban jail,
political
prisoner
the prisoners,' said Valdes.
The criteria upon what order the contact him in room !23 of the
prisoners will be chosen for release, Econnmk~-Sociology Building.
said Valdes, will depend upon the
crime which they committed, the
length of time they have been in
prison.
Although the Cuban government
wishes to immediately release the
Any
UNM
chartered
prisoners, doing so would increase
organization
can
display
the
political problems, said Valdes.
combined
ingenuity
and
"Consequently the rate of their
creativity of its members by
release will be dependent upon how
developing an entry for the
fast the U.S. accepts them. This
city's Christmas parade on
decision is now in the hands of the
Dec. 16.
president .... the problem with this is
The theme for the parade is
that the Carter administration feels
"Christmas in the Air." Inthis matter should be dealt with
terested groups may contact
through normal channels in the
the Downtown Association
immigration department. lf proper
for further information.
pr(lcedure is followed, people

•••

mation. Or simply complete and
mail the coupon below and we'll
send you a rate quotation. Thete's
no obligation, of course.

1
I

C 11 W
a Or rite:
881-1687
7.'200 Menaul Boulevard
Albuquerque
New Mexico 87110
Criterion
Insurance
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Ingenuity
solicited

Projects

•••

1'""1

r•omp,,c\)

Six programs under the College
of Education's Multicultural
Education Center have received
$818,000 for federal agencies.
Those projects include the
Bilingual Education Fellowship
Program; the Bilingual Traineeship
Program; the National Origin
Desegregation Assistance Center;
the Southwest Bilingual Education
Training Resource Center; the
Teacher Corps Program and a
training program for Peruv ian
educators.

Special education programs f(jr
teacher tratntng, parent information and other services have
received $740,000 in funding from
the U.S. Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped and Western
Michigan University.
"The present funding of projects
in the College continues a trend of
increased funding that began in
1971 ," Resla said. "This trend is
particularly significant considering
the
increased
competition
nationally for more limited funds
for higher education."
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Please send me a free auto insurance rate quotation.
tJ Mate
0 Single

Name-------~--------Age _ _ _ _[J

Female 0 Married

Address~--~---~------~-------Apt

Cuy·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ state

&

ZiP------------

Occupation------~-----Spouse·s

Occupatmn--------

HAS ANY DRIVER WITHIN THE LAST :3 YEARS.
Been mvolved in an accident?
Yes 0 No 0 H(lw many? _ _ _ _ __
Had license suspended or revoked? Yes 0 No 0
Been convicted of a traffic violatiOn? Yes 0 No 0 How many?_--:--:---Give br.ief details about any "yes" answers above including approximate dates·

I

•

Mode!
No
Body Style
Car Yr Make {Granada, Dart, etc.) Cyl rsedan .. 2-dr, etc J
1
2
List all additional drivers in y(lur household:
Male (lr
Female

Aqe

•

.

.

Married
%of Use
Relation or Single Car#1 Car#2
'%
%
%
%
%
. .
. .
. . .
. % .

bays per week driven to
work:
Gar 111~Gar #.2--·
One way mileage:

Gar #1--Gar #2--·
Loca!ton oi car if different
from above address:
Gar #1 C i t Y ' - - - - - State _ _ _ _ _ _
Car #2 City_-_ _ __
~

State .

.

..

.

I
I

• • • • • CLIP AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY • • • • .
•

BJ GAIL ROSENBLUM
A course offering students an
opportuni~y to go through a career
exploration process will be offered
this spring through the general
8tudies program.
The one·credit course, entitled
Career Exploration and Planning,
is. listed as general SI\Idies 299-007.
It will be taught by career advisor
Tina Ludutsky-Taylor. It is limited
to 15 students,
"The course is designed to teach
students skills for decision making
at any point in their life,"
Ludutsky-Taylor said.
"There arc three steps the course
will take," she said.
"First, I will conduct a sci f-

UNM offers
USP classes
PO !.1 NG PHOTO

Built-in

With temperatures dropping, the ducks are lucky they have their own built-in
down parkas to ward off the
cold.

parkas
Double star '
to be viewed
The UNM campus observatory
will be open to the public, weather
permitting, from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
on Friday, Dec. 1 .
The ()bservatory's 15-inch
telescope will be focused on a
double star in the constellation
Cygnus. The 8-inch telescope will
be trained on a double cluster of
stars in the constellation Perseus.
Admission to the observatory;
which is located two blocks north
of Lomas on Yale, is. free. Children
under 12 must be accompanied by
an adult.
This is the last time the observatory will be open to the public
this year. Public night viewings will
resume early in the spring semester•.
_/

Greeks
seek
pledges
Preparation for Spring Rush, the
seeking of new Greek members, is
underway, said Judy Starn,
President of the UNM Panhellenics
Council and Dave Gallagher, vice
president of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Rush Week will begio the second
week in January, and girls wishing
to join sororities must have their
applications in the Student
Activities Office by Jan. 10. The
sororities will have open houses and
dinner parties for a two-week
period beginning Jan. 8.
The fraternities are planning
open houses, barbeques, ski films,
keg parties, sound-system parties,
dances with live bands, and pot
luck dinners over the two-week
period.

The
UN M Undergraduate
Seminar Program will offer a
variety of eight-week courses for
the spring semester.
Included in the one-credit hour
seminars are Black Women Writers
of the U.S.; Food Power: Pharmacologic and Behavioral Effects
of Food; Women in Africa; Caves
of New Mexico, and Art and
Politics in Latin America.
The seminars are selected from
proposals submitted by students
and faculty members.
The interdisciplinary classes are
normally limited to about 15
students. There are no prerequisites
and the class emphasis is on
discussion and student participation.
Normal registration procedures
are followed for USP courses. For
more information, contact ~he
Honors Center in the Humanities
Building.

exploration process. We will discuss
values, decision-making skills and
career-interest identification. This
is to help each student find out
something about himself.
"Next, after identifying wh~t
one's interests arc, is the idenlillcation of career alternatives
which arc available.
"And finally, we will discuss
techniques for finding a job, such
as learning about personnel offices,
interviewing and making resumes.

Requirements for the course
itlclude writing a paper on an
occupational area, completing a
resume and attending all classes.
"ll is important for students to
attend all classes, because each
session is built upon the la\1,"
Ludutsky-Taylor said.
"We keep the class to riftccn
students because we do a lot of
group work, whicll is more effective
with smaller numbers of students,''
she said.

ATTENTION
PRE-PHARMACY STUDENTS
Students who apply for admission to the Coll<•ge of
Pharmacy for the 1979 fall semesl<•r arc requin·d to
take the J>harmacy Colleg<' Admission, Test
(PCAT)
Date of Test: Fcbruan· 10, 1979
Place: UNM Testing Division
Deadline for receipt of applkation:
January 15, 1979

Applications are available m Hoom 18:3, Pharmacy/Nursing Building or at the UNM Testing
Division.

For additional information, contact:
Dr. Kenneth H. St1hl
Hoom 183 or 185, l'harmacy/Nursing Building
I' hone 277-2625

The Cultural Program Committee
and the Associated Students

Popejoy Hall
at the University of New Mexico

Tickets Now Available for

The
NATIONAL FOLK BALLET of MEXICO
Friday December 1, 3:30 & 8:15PM
Tickets - Puhlic - $8.00, $7.00, $5.00
- UNM Students, Fac/Staff - 1/z price

WINNIE THE POOH
. One performance only
Sunday, December 3, 1:30PM
Tickets - Advance $1.50 - Door- $2.00

I

#-----

UNM general studies to offer
new career exploration class

~~

The MAGIC of MICRONESIA

. "'·'~~'"'
hairtlcslgn('r; Jim Mllj-J(.h-1-m,

Travel- Adventure film
Monday, December 11, 7:30PM
Tickets - Public - $2.50
Students, Fac/Staff - $2.00

ro~n'tl:..i.~~~;.~!r:,~~~

tclchritics wh(l~C hair l1c t:uts. ~i~ny

"the 11crtct1 h,\ircllt!' Arultul.wondcr, with
.si1.1.pc .'I till c"tr,undln,1ry nMnaKc.llilllty, · .
h.;lrclc~lgn,Antl11o\vlt 1s,.w;~::·~:~;,::;,~::
WI'Uiout h,n·ing togo to Hollywood.
lu
io flol:Y sss. In r.u:t; rolfC.\IIjlTOb.thly-gct

cplhltnc' nflinc

own home t_oiVn for noi n1uth more th.111 you''• '""" "'''"" [o,· li.,t
ordln,uyhaint)·h':. Tl1t-HS1tuirnlt is • i, 1
cxdu~ivcly at M.ukh<1m Style
,
f.lmous M.\rklmrt i"rmlucis llcslgnccllo I
lO ldt!~ .-tnd
perform lb naiur.tl hcst. C.1ll fur.-;n .lppolllltilclllii0\'1< 'took h\your
rei loW page~ tirldcr~U.lrhcrs" ror the n.unc.t,(lhc M.lrkham 5tylc
lrrnov.ll<,rShop!l(',lrci!i you,

;\11

'rlu! S.B ltttin•utls nirniiahlc}itr it td/IJI(~ lor lcJS ni~

International
Unisex Hair Design Center
255-0166 • 7804 Centtal S.E.
(between Wyoming and L()nisianu)

The MARRIAGE of FIGARO
by

The Canadian Opera & Orchestra
Friday - December 15, 8:15 PM
ASUNM/GSA- 1/2 price
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Jacobsen Opti~nistic About Ho1ne Opener
H) A'd>HEW CARDO:"-;A

the coad1e1 in the WAC
decided to vote for the !110\t op·
timhtk coach among. them there i'
rwt doubt U NM IITC\tlin)! coach
If

Jean Rosterrnondt Has
Good Reason to Smile
The other night J can Rostermodt
went out onto the floor of
University Arena and picked up an
award.
She had sweat on her forehead
and a smile on her face. Her
teammates !wd helped her upset
one of the nation's best teams.
They had won the first Lobo
Invitational, and she had been
named the most valuable player of
the ((JUrnament.
She had a lot of reawns to smile.
She has established herself as a
star. She's left broken records
behind her wilh ease.
This week's LOBO of the week
causes a lot of noise when she hits a
long shot. She is a natural crowd
pleascr when she goes in for her
patented lay-up.
But she's pretty quiet most of the
time, she says.
"Sometimes I like to be alone,"
Rostermondt says. "But sometimes
I like to be in a crowd, too. I guess

HUNT PHOTO

JEAN ROSTERMONDT
LOBO of the Week

I'm moody."
She has kept her moodiness a
secret, but she doesn't keep secret
the fact that she likes to keep busy.
"When I'm just sitting around
with nothing to do, I get bored,"
she says.
She likes to dance and listen to
music; to go on picnics in the
mountains and play football.
"When I want to be alone I just
listen to music or go ride my bike.
I'm pretty quiet most of the time,"
she says.
Again, with the exception of
when she is with her Lobo teammates and they get together to have
a little fun on the basketball court.
"It's a good feeling to have our
team go out and look sharp," she
says.
They looked sharp against
Kansas State, but Rostermondt says
it won't go to the team's head.
"You know, if beating Kansas
State was our goal for the season,

THE FACTS:
1

HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS OF WOMEN
USE EN CARE OVAL:

of cases, however, burning or irritation
has been experienced by either or both
partners. If this occurs, use should be

4:;~~n~e~~ INSERT

Encare Oval'" was introduced to American doctors in November 1977. Almost
Immediately, it attracted widespread physician and patient attention.
Today, Encare Oval is being used by
hundreds of thousands of women, and
users surveyed report overwhelming satisfaction. Women using Encare Oval say
they find it an answer to their problems
with the pili, IUD's, diaphragms, and aerosol foams.

2

EFFECTIVENESS
ESTABLISHED IN
CLINICAL TESTS.
Encare 0VIll" WllS subjected to one of the
most rigorous tests ever conducted for a
Vllginal contr11ceptive. Results were
excellent-showing that Encare Oval
provides consistent and extremely high
sperm-killing protection. This recent U.S.
report supports earlier studies in European laboratories and clinics.
Each Encare Oval insert contains a precise, premeasured dose of the potent,
sperm-killing agent nonoxynol 9. Once
properly inserted, Encare Oval melts and
gently effervesces, dispersing the spermkilling agent within the vagina.
The success of any contraceptive
method depends on consistent and
accurate use. En care Oval •• is so convenient you won't be tempted to forget it.
And so simple to insert, it's hard to make
a mistake.
If pregnancy poses a special risk for you,
your contraceptive method should be se-

THAN A TAMPON.
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The Encare Oval'' is smooth and small, so
it inserts quickly and easily-withou.t an
applicator. There's none of the bother of
aerosol foams and diaphragms. No
device inside you. No pill to remember
every day. Simply use as directed when
you need protection.
You can buy En care Oval whenever you
need it ... it's available without a prescription. And each Encare Oval is individually wrapped to fit discreetly into your
pocket or purse.

BECAUSE ENCARE OVAL
IS. INSERTED IN ADVANCE,
IT WON'T INTERRUPT
LOVEMAKING.
Since there's no.mess or bother, Ehcare
Oval gives you a measure of freedom
many contraceptives can't match.
The hormone-free Encare Oval. Safer for
your system than the pill or IUD. Neater
and simpler than traditional vaginal contraceptives. So effective and easy to use
that hundreds of thousands have already
found it-quite simply-the preferred
contraceptive.
©1978 Eaton-Merz Laboratories, Inc.
Norwich, New York 13815 EA 1617
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ASUNM will be led by captain
Wendell T. Hunt. Hunt was captain
of the LOBO team last year, but
has switched leagues since being
named election committee chairman.
The LOBO will be lead by 6-7
John Joseph and 5-6 Peter Madrid,
the former sports editor who will
retire at the end of the next
semester.

~:~:~:::n with your doctor.

SIDE EFFECTS.
Vaginal cohtrac~pliv~
.....·(or prf1l.'l!lhtioo of pregnancy
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>'•IPturcJ thrnl pla.:c in tile 1."0·
pound <'lu" <Httpointin~ Paul
i\1erritt lrom the llni\Cr\11\ or
·
Mi"otrri, 4-J.
"!\II tile frc;hmcn on the tt•am
\\ nn at lca~t one match, l.iHid the
llV'cl w~a,h. "In a tnurn;unrnl of

I all weekend the ll;'oi.\1 c:oac'lt
11itnc"cd the )LlUng I OBO team
.:apture two top pl:Ke' in lhe thh 'ite nnd prC\Ii!!c that'' an
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nament in Norman.
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unfilled \Ieight di' hi"n'.
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'aid. "But I feel 11e can
c·rc·omc the point deficit and beat
\Vyoming."
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"I wa; plea,cd with the per·
forrnance of the 'lJltad" 'aid
J aeob1en. "We took a young team
and did well agaimt 'ome or the top
wrc;tlcrs in the tournament,''
Ten schools participated in the
two day tournament including
nationally fotrrth-ranked
Oklahoma State and third-ranked
University of Oklahoma.
Paul "Yogi'' Marfiz captured the
championship in the 190-pound
class outpointing Thomas Edacar
of the University of Oklahoma, 12-
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Sims Takes Heis111an

NEW YORK (UPJ)-Billy Sims
of Oklahoma, tile nation's leading
ru\ller, Tuesday was named winner
of the Hcisman Trophy.
Chuck Fusina of Penn State
finbhed second and Rick Leach of
Michigan was thrid in the voting of
more tllan 900 spons writers and
'>portscastcrs from across the
nation.
Fusina received more first place
votes than Sims, but the Oklahoma
junior totaled 827 points to 750 for
the Penn State senior.
Sirns joins Doc Blanchard of

'•

1

i,

Army (1945), Doak Walker of
SMU (1948), Vic Janowicz of Ohio
State (1950), R:oger Staubach of
Navy (1963) and Archie Griffin of
Ohio State (1974) as the only
juniors to win the Heisman Trophy.
Leach had 435 points.
Charles White of Southern
California, also a junior, finished
fourth with 354 points and Charles
Alexander of LSU was fifth with
282.
Rounding out the top 10 were
Ted Brown of North Carlolina
State, Steve Fuller of Clemson,

Iceman Abney is a
Hard Act to Follow
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Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8am to Spm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
POULSEN PHOr'O

Phil Abney
the Iceman Leadeth

Phil Abney plopped into the
red chair which sat on the
sideline of University Arena. His
basketball teammates were
leading New Mexico Highlands
by a wide margin.
"Talk to him," Abney's
coach Norm Ellenberger told
Russell Saunders, the field
general.
So Saunders Jeanded over and
explained to Abney some of the
finer points of Ellenberger's
game plan. Then he grinned
broadly and palled Abney on
the back saying, "You're all
right, man."
And Abney is all right.
Against
Highlands,
he
managed to get nine points and
eight rebounds. He got himself
into foul trouble and wasn't able
to play in his usual impressive
style.
But it was different in Las
Cruces against New Mexico
State.
Abney was simply amazing.
He whirled and twirled and left
nothing but amazement behind
him. He cashed in on 14 of his
24 attempted shots, went four
for four at the free throw line
for a total of 32 points.
But Abney doesn't always
score with simple jump shots or
lay-ups. His jUm!J-shots soar
from the first row into the
basket. He refuses to usc the
easy way lo lay the ball up. He
winds around people then he
uses a nip to complete his
masterpiece,
He's called the "Iceman,"
because his actions and reactions
are cool. His coach, Ellenberger,
had said earlier that two of his
returning players (appanlntly
Abney and Saunders) were not
providing leadership.
But with Abney's act Monday
night, who is going to be able to
follow him?

TRANSIT 101:

"THE SEARCH FOH THE LATE,
GHEATUNM l'ARKING SPACE."

Open to all UNM students, faculty and staff who have been having a difficult time finding a parking space in or around campus. Especially designed for
those students who have been late to class too often because they had to park in
the toolies.
A course
THAN.
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Do You Need
Cash?

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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Journalists,
Politicians
To Battle
Members of the UNM Daily
LOBO will tangle with ASUNM in
their annual (sort of) basketball
contest, Saturday Dec. 9 before the
UNM-New Mexico State contest in
the Pit.
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Earn $20° 0 a week
Donate Twice Weekly
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Encare Oval... is free of hormones, so it
cannot create hormone-related health
problems-like strokes and heart
attacks-that have been linked to the pill.
And, there is no hormonal disruption of
your menstrual cycle.
Most people fin•d Encare
Oval completely satisfactory. In a limited number

that was a short season.''
"We want to go to nationals,"
she says. "l don't want to watch. I
feel we can compete."
She said she alw feels she could
be doing a better job on defense.
"I don't get into good post ion all
the time. I'm sometimes trying to
help out and !leave the person I'm
trying to guard open. But I'm
trying to improve."
Things have changed a lot for her
;ince the day she stepped onto New
Mexican soil. She was a shy farm
girl from Iowa who she says
"didn't do much but study and play
basketball."
"I used to worry about my
studies all the time. But I'm• involved with different clubs and I
don't worry about it as much and
now I'm getting better grades."
She wants to be a dietician, she
says, but she also says that's not the
only thing on her mind for the
future.
"I've been thinking lately about
what I'm going to do after
basketball is over for me. I don't
know what it'll be like with no
sports to compete in."
"Maybe I'll come back and run
with the cross-country team," she
says.
Surely there are some awards for
her to collect there.

Ron Jac'llh ... ~n \\ould \\in by n
Iand1lide.
In tonight·, l'irst conlcrccnc
\He,tling match at 7:30 p.m. at
Johnwn
Gym
agnin't
the

in alternative transportation ..... thc city bus, also known

as SUN-

Learn how to. do away with frustrations and anxieties nonnally associated
with driving and parking automobiles-when you take the bus to school.
Learn how to speak GHID ..... SUN-THAN's new route system with nine
direct lines to UNM that also connect with other SUN-THAN routes in the city
and county.
LOCATION OF CLASSROOM: Arty Sun-Tran bus stop
ENTRANCE FEES: Just 35 cents placed in the farebox will admit one adult passenger.
Please bring exact change.
If rides are frequently repeated, bus tokens are available at the Concession Stand at the Sub.
Sun-Tran university or commuter monthly passes arc also sold at the Cashier's Office, Scholes
HaiL

SUN:rRAN BUS SCHEDULES Al\E AVAILABLE ATTHE SUB INFORMATION BOOTii.

•
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·messiah' At
Popejo~
The University of New Mexico
('horus, Conccrl Choir, <1nll
Symphony Orchcslra will prcscnl
Cicor/(c l•'rcdcric Handel's "The
Mcs;iah" loniglll ul 8:15 p.m. in
l'orcjoy Hal I.
Sponwrcd by the UNM Music
dcpnrlmcnt, the concert will feature
vocal soloists Virginia Wcathcrill,
soprano; Jeanne Grcalish, alto;
A. Y. Wall, tenor, und Scan Daniel,
bass.
Musicnl dircclors for the concerl
will be UNM music rrofessors Joel
Rosenberg and John Clark.
Tickets for tonight's rcrformance arc available at the
Popejoy Hall box office.
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Famous Director To Be
Artist-In-Residence
Harold Clurman, director, critic,
author and producer, will be a
UNM Artht-ln-Rnidence
beginning today, November 29,
lhrough Sunday. December 3.
Clurman will be at UNM as a gue.>t
of the departments of Theater Arts
and English.
Clurman wi.JI be lecturing on
Norwegian playright Henrik Ibsen
tomorrow
night,
Thursday,
November 30, at 8:15 p.m. in
Rodcy Theater. The public is invited tnlhc free lecture. The worldrenowned Clurman wi 11 also be
speaking to several classes during
his stay al UNM.
UNM Professor Peter Prouse

Sl:'fCJ(IL OfFEn

COPIES
FOR STUDENTS & FACULTY

Fo~J:~ 3~c
£A(I!.fl~,.

11,1'<1111 Wt!IJr

4%c

CASH
NOCtn:cK~

1'1.£/I.SE:

l'llt;ll,llY,..:l4,;ffllb 1\'lt!f[

WHILE YOU WAIT

ARTS

>aid of Clurman, "He is a major
ilgure of the American Theater."
Clurman has been active in theater
since the age of twelve, when he
organized neighborhood theatrical
ventures on New York City's Lower
East Side.
While in Paris during the early
twenties, Clurman studied French
drama at the Sorbonne. He roomed
in Paris with American composer
Aaron Copland, who introduced
him to such American exratriates
as Ernest Himingway and Isadora
Duncan.
After returning frvm Paris in
1924, Clurman found work with the
newly established Provincetown
Playhouse of Eugene O'Neill an
Robert Edmond Jones. He became
a play reader for the Theater Guild
in 1929, wherG he met Lee
Strasbcrg.
In 1931, Clurman founded the
Group Theater with 28 actors,
including his wi fc, Stella Adler,
Franchot Tone, and two fellow
directors, Strasberg and Cheryl
Crawford. Over the next ten years,
the Group produced 21 original
American plays, by such playrights
as Maxwell Andersen ("Night Over
Taos"), William Saroyan ("My
Hearl's in the Highland"), and
Clifford Octets {"Golden Boy").
The Group also spawned direclors
Elia Kazan and Bobby Lewis, and
actors like Lee J. Cobb and John
Garfield.
Clurman turned to writing in
1945, and has now written seven
books. His book "On Directing" is
considered a standard work for
American directors. His latest
book, "Ibsen", will be part of
tomorrow night's lecture.
Clurman began his Broadway
directing career in 1946, and
directed 21 original plays there. He
won the Donaldson Award for best
direction in 1950, for Carson
McCullers' "Member of the
Wedding."
Since 1947, Clurman has been
drama critic for the Nation, and for
The New Republic and The London
Observe.·. John Houseman has said
of Clurman " ... the best theatre
critic writing today in the English
speaking world.''

'+
From left; Co.l Po.ul, Steve moss, Tim Keego.n, o.nd Vernon
Brown-KICK.

KICK Out The Jams
By MARK SMITH
A night of hard rock is coming to
Albuquerque this Sunday, as
ASUNM-PEC is presenting a mini
concert with Denver's Kick and
Albuquerque's Spoiler.
Kick is the main attraction. They
play heavy metal that gets its influence from Van Halen, Rush, and
Cheap Trick.
The members of Kick are;
Vernon M. Brown, lead vocals;
Steve Moss, drums; Tim Keegan,
guitar; and Albuquerque's own Cal
Paul on bass.
Guitar wizard Keegan said the
music Is hard rock and the show Is
typical rock. "We have fog and a
lot of lights. We run around and
scream a bunch too."
Kick is reaching for an audience
of basic concert going rockers.
Keegan said, "We're looking to get
an audie1lcc of people between the
ages of 15 and 22. The type who
would go to a Thin Lizzy or Van
Hulen concert."
Keegan and Brown were looking
for a band which would play
original material, after both had
played in many small bar groups.
Keegan said, "I met Cal in a bar in
Denver, and he was perfect for the
group. We just added Steve on
drums recently."

Arts Events
"A NIGHT OF HARDROCK"
with Albuquerque's

SPOILER
Sunda_y, Dec. 3

8 p.m.

$3-00 - Public
$2.00 - Students
SUB BALLROOm
Tickets o.t o.\1 Ticketmo.ster Outlets.
Buy your tickets while they last.

Wednesday., Novcmbcr29
Performance; The UNM Music
Department will present "The
Messiah" by George Frederic
Handel, 8:15 p.m., Popejoy Hall.
Admission charge.
Poetry Reading; Members of the
UNM faculty and graduate students
appearing in "El Pacta Y El
Pueblo", readings in Spanish and
English, 7 p.m., Albuquerque
Public Library. Free.

Friday, December 1
Performance: A UNM Student
Dance production-performed and
choreographed, by UNM Dance
students, 8 p.m., Rodcy Theater.
Admission charge.
Concert; a faculty concert,
featuring members of the UNM
music faculty, 8:15 p.m., Keller
Hall. Admission charge.

Thursday, November 30
Lecture: The departments of
Theater Arts and English present
Mr. Harold Clurman on Henrik
Ibsen, Norwegian playright, 8
p.m., Rodey Theater. Free.

Saturday, Decem bcr 2
Lecture; Harold Clurman speaking
on "The Critic and Theater,
Today", 10 a.m., Rodey Theater.
Free.
Concert; UNM Early Music
Ensemble (a student ensemble
performing music from the
Medieval, Renaissance, and early
Baroque periods) 4 p.m., Keller
Hall, Free.
see
Friday,
Performance;
December 1,
Recital; Sigma Alpha lota Chapter
Recital, 8:15 p.m., Keller HaiL
Free.

$165*
-perON CAMPUS

month

ROOM & BOARD
*$1,490/year, based on Double Occupancy,
7 Day Meal Plan
Includes: Me~ Is, Telephone, Utilities, Linens,
·reduced park1ng rates, and more ...

Sunday, December 3
Recital; Paul Brodsky, guitar and
lute, with Peggy Birge, dance. 4
p.m., Keller Hall. Free.
Concert; Joanna De Keyser, cello,
and George Robert, piano. 8: 15
p.m., Keller Hall. Admission
charge.
Concert; Kick, With Spoiler, 8
p.m., SUB Ballroom. Admission
charge.

UNM Residence Halls

HOUSING RESERVATIONS

201 La Posada Hall

277-2606

·•

'I

...

Kick is dealing with a few record
companies currently, but doesn't
have anything set up for certain.
Keegan said that the group will
be releasing a single in the near
future entitled "She's a Punk."
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Poetr_y
Reading
Tonight
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Three faculty members from
UNM's Spanish department, and
two UNM graduate students will
participate in a poetry reading
tonight at the Albuquerque Public
Library. The reading will take place
at 7 p.m.
Tonight's program is entitled "El
Poeta y El Pueblo." Readers for
the program are faculty memher'
Sabine Ulibarri, Jon Tolman and
June Carter, and graduate students
Maria Clay and Elisco Casillas.
Accompanying the readers wi II be
guitarists Hector Garcia and
Stanley Gutierrez, from the UNM
School of Music.
"EI Poeta y El Pueblo" will
focus on several themes of Hispanic
culture as seen in the literature of
Spain, Latin America and the
Southwest. The poetry selections
arc in both Spanish and English.
Tonight's reading is sponsored
by the New Mexico Humanities
Council and the Department of
Modern Languages at UNM.

I

I

I;

~

Some say it's because he
gave up a promising film
career to head up the
Budweiser Racing Team!
But the real reason is that
he just likes to win. And he
did plenty of that this past
season in a pair of
Budweiser-sponsored, Bob
Sharp-prepared Datsun
race cars.
Fifteen races: Twelve wins!
On the pole eight times!
Three track records!
And in the SCCA National
Championships at Road
Atlanta, he took a second
place in his C-Production
Datsun 280-Z ... and a third
in the B-Sedan category with
his Datsun 200-SX.
Naturally, we congratulate
him for his super season
and wish him even greater
success in '79.
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. Vortex Pla.Y
Auditions Set
Audtions for the Vortex
Theater's January production
"Minor Loss,"
written by
Albuquerque playwright Jim
Graebner and directed by UNM
student Per Bjorklund, will be held
Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 2 and 3,
frotn I 0 a.m. until 2 p.m. The
auditions will be held at the New
Vortex Theater.
"Minor Loss" takes place in
Grants, N.M., and involves the
breakdown of an injured miner.
'there are five characters in the
play-a young couple, a middleaged couple, and one child-abuse
investigator. Also needed are three
men and three women to appear in
a video taped game show to be
shown during the play.

From your friends
at Budweiser
·i:
\

F"or a 2 x3 Color poster of· the Budweiser Datsun
li"'' action. send $3 50 fcheck, M 0 ~to

Bob Sharp Racing Inc, 021 South Sl.. Danbury, Ci 06810

·-i

KUNm Toda_y
12:15 p.m.; "A Luncheon Slice of
Information: Alexander Lowen
Press Con ferellce" Lowen was an
1:tssociate of Wilhelm Reich and the
founder of Bioenergetics.
5:30p.m.; KUNM News
6 p.m.; NPR's "All Things
Considered''
7 p.m.; "Home Cookin'" (da

''

bloo7)
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Prospective UNM students may
find admission to the University
more difficult than at present, and
graduation requirements more
stringent-if an Arts and Sciences ad
hoc committee has its way.
In· a report released recently, the
Committee on Academic Programs
made recommendations to the dean
and faculty of the College of Arts
and Sciences. The committee had
been established in the spring of
1977, and its designated task was to
consider ways to improve the
undergraduate programs of the
College.
The committee recommended
that courses that "smacked of
vocationalism" be removed; or,
that no cedit towards a degree be

lk tht• Cam pus
l'eaee Corps !\ecru i ll'r

Covered

.· 'WVa.gon

. ..,,;.standards advised

II 10

6.

the 85th general issue of UNM's
Bulletin. The only course actually
specified in the report was shorthand.
-The College of Arts and
Sciences, rather than University
College, should have control over
all remedial programs.
·A moratorium should be passed
on the creation of new departments
within the college, and there should
be periodic review of all existing
departments by a Dean's advisory
committee.

The committee suggested t!Hlt the
University consi.dcr reevaluating the
BUS degree and the General
Honors Program because of
concern that has stemmed from the
questionable quality of some of the
courses offered in that program.
The report mentioned that higher
admission standards should be
enforced at UNM, but it did not·
specify what those higher standards
s.hould entail.
At its last meeting, the Student
Advisory Committee of the College

of Arls and Science; reviewed the
Academic Programs Report, and
on the whole, rejected the
proposals. The SAC' n~conunendcd
that the status quo be maintained
on admission lo the University,
General Honors Program and
Undergradun1e Seminar Program,
Bachelor of University Studies
degree, credit given for vocationaltype classes - but that there should
be a limit of nine credit hol!rS given
in subjects outside the realm of the
College of Arts and Sciences.
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Nearly 2,000 students turned out at the polls to
vote either in favor or against the tuition-fee
increase.
There were I ,863 full-time student votes casted.
Of that figure 1,643 students voted "no" and !54
students voted ••yes.''
There were 75 abstentions.
The number of part-time students who went to
the polls was 108. Of that figure, 94 part-time
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TRAVEL

<iUAH·MAtA, CHRISTMAS BREAK, cheap

Pre-Hire
Temporary
Services
Jobs! Jobs! Jobs!
Cash Daily!!!
Laborers,
Domestics,
Clerical,
needed_
Wages above Minimum.
No fee, must have transportation and phone

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-85:5

~

12101

(I )411-7017.

1200 San Pedro NE
262·1946
Parking in rear

mERE'S ~OTHING GfAKEJ\BOUT
cJ\ SCHLOTZSY'S ®
The bread is made from our own recipe and bakery!

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 War god

45 .Disseroinate

46 Slipper, e.g.
5 U.S.A.
48 Rotating
9 Lessens
52 N. Amer. in14 llalian island
land sea: 2
15 Extinct bird
words
16 Man's name 56 N.T. book
17 Reclined
57 Of a conti18 Drudgery
nent
19 European
58 I n - - :
shrub
Routinized
20 Common
59 Molten rock
abbr.
60 Cubic me21 Perennial
ter
herb
61 Formerly
23 Carps: Br.
62 Portent
25 Vow
63 Strong
26 Single
64 Ascertains
27 Aspersion
65 Whack
29 Mexican
DOWN
cheer
1 Burns and
32 Engendered
35 Meadows
2 Lariat
36 Chigger
3 Decree
37 Golden Calf
4 Family mem38 "En -!":
ber
Fencer's cry 5 Esteem
39 Torn
6 Daydreams
40 Ids
7 Blue-pencil
41 Sumac
8 Part played
genus
9 Mendicant
42 Hebrew
10 Spiritless:
lawgiver
Archaic
43 Color
11 Punctures: 2
44 Bacillus
words

Congress to consider plan

Tuesday's Puzzlo 'SolvAd
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By ERIN ROSS
i.

Academician John R. Silber, author of a proposed
federal tuition plan, will speak tonight at the New
Mexico Independent College Association's annual
banquet.
The Boston University president will speak at 6;30
on his plan to advance college students up to $5,000 a
year after successful completion of the freshman year.
The banquet will be held at the Four Hills Country
Clttb,
Silbel"s appearance in Albu(!uerque comes after the
stale Board of Educational Finance approved a UNM
tuition hike for next fall. The state legislature may act
on the tuition-hike proposal this spring.
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12 Otherwise

gulf
44 Black-footed
21 Departed
albatross
22 Excite to ac- 45 Composition
tions
24 Implements 47 Listened
27 Antitoxin
48 Armistice
28 Young men 49 " - - , I
30 Smooth:
saw ... 0
Phonetics
50 New
31 Lunches
51 Bestow
32 Coffin stand 52 Strike
33 Advantage
53 Hammell
34 Kilty, e,g.:
dog
2 words
54 N.Mex. vil35 Comedian
lage
Bert55 "Judith"
36 Grimace
composer
38 Verdant
59 Move heav42 Celebes Sea
ily

13 Observed

Christmas is
closer and closer_ For information
on
gifts,
traditions and other holiday
features, catch tomorrow's
Christmas Issue.

Holiday
features
Groups to combine
State anti-nuclear groups will
combine efforts Saturday on and
near the UNM campus.

''
l:

li
11

il

iI

The Ad Hoc Nuclear Alert
Committee will sponsor a 2 p.m.
rally at Albuquerque's Civic Plaza
preceded by a noon march from
Yale Park. The committee is
composed of representatives from
the "La Lucha Nuclear" newsletter
staff, Citizens Against Nuclear
Threat, the Sandoval Environmental
Action
Community,
Occupant and Citizens Against
Radioactive Dumping.
The rally will be held primarily to
protest the proposed Waste
Isolation Pilot l>lant near Carlsbad.
Anri-t<uclear speakers and a theater
group will address rally participants.

Accept no SUBSTITUTESKY!!
21lll Central SE (Just 1/2 block West of Yale)

l·ollowinp. the rally al 7 p.m. a

benefit danre rur Citizens Against

8112-9597

students voted "no" and 13 part-time students
voted "yes". There was one abstention.
Students were also polled on which of the
following items should receive priority in funding: Band, intramurals, Popejoy, Student
Health Center, athletics and debt services.
Barbara McMahon, election commissioner said
the results oo the six items would not be in until
sometime next week.

Academician to speak tonight

i

.,

given for such courses.
The commiltee highly recommended that two years of a foreign
language in high school be a
prerequisite for admission to the
University.
It <Jlso suggested an evaluation of
freshman-level teaching and ways
to improve it, possibly by such
means as assigning senior faculty to
more introductory classes.
In other action, the committee
proposed that the faculty approve
the following recommendations:
-No credit should be given to
courses
offered
in
the
Undergraduate Seminar Program
(USP) by the General Honors
program.
-No credit should be given for
"certain elective courses" presently
listed &s acceptable on page 37 of
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~prinlde1 ~. ~olar grccnhou~c. horse facililie,., 15 tree
orchnrd, 1.5 acrc'i! 883·0900 I~vcs. 256-74'44~ The
SumeCompany.
12101
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Nuclear Threats will he held in the
student Union Ballroom.
The dance billed ns an ''anti·
nncleai· blast," will feature rnu>ic

by The Big River Boys, Bonny
Bluhm and Ch.ris Orrall.
Dance tickets are $3 a person,
and will be sold at the door.

Resuscitation
to be taught
A
course entitled "CD.tdiopulmonary Resuscitation · Basic
Life Support" will be offered by
the Student Health Center fot all
interested students from Dec. 14
through 20. This program is ce.rtified by the American Red Cross
and is desig11ed to teach the
necessary skills to perform artificial
respiration and circulation. To
insure adequate practice time oti the
Recusci-Anne
mannequins,
enro!Iment will be limited to eight
pct·;ons per session. This course will
require about four hours of tirnc
and will be scheduled twice daily at
8 a.m. lo noon and 1 to 5 p.m.
Enrollment may be accomplished
by callitlg the Student Heall Center
'stating your prcfet·ence of sessions.
We would appreciate your response
by Dec. 8.

Silber's tuition plan, which was outlined in an
Atlantic Monthly article last July, is now before the
U.S. Congress.
The plan calls for a 50 per cent surcharge on money
given students, repayable at two per cent of a student's
yearly earnings after graduation.
Students could not default on their repayments, as
has occurred with federal loans, says Silber, because
collection would be handled through payroll
deductions.
The New Mexico association is a non-profit, fund·
raising group supporting the College of Santa Fe, St.
John's College and the University of Albuquerque.
The banquet is sponsored by Mr. And Mrs. George
Maloof of Albuquerque.

Four-member panel discusses
student voice in tuition increase
The tuition-fee increase was the
topic at a press conference held in
the Chicano Center yesterday.
Dennis Cohen, organisor of the
demonstration that will take place
tomorrow at 11 :45 was a speaker at
the press conference along with
Kevin Breen, Kent Patterson and
Pauline Romero.

The main thrust of the conference was that the tuition-fee hike
was unfair to students who can
barely afford to come to school at
the present cost. ·
The four-member panel said fees
should not be raised and services
should not be cut back whether fees
are increased or noi.

Cohen said students should have
a real say in the btldgctary priorities
of UNM as whole and not just in an
advisory capacity.
Cohen said even after the
demonstration Friday, whatever the
outcome rnay be, we are planning
to confront legislators about the
matter.

Dessert
served
ASUNM SenatorTom Fisher
was "pied" at the l&st Senate
meeting of the semester Wed·
nesday 11ight.
Six senators chased the pie'thrower out of the Student
Union Building. During the
chase, Vice-President Leonard
Garcia called the campus police
saying he was "tired of senate
meetings being interrupted by
such pranks.n
Senator Fisher said he has
taken under advisemetlt the
matter
pressing charges
against his attackers.

or

Panel members Kent Patterson, Dennis Cohen, Kevin
Breen and Pauline Romero said fees should not be raised
and services should not he cut back.

